When a meteor passed through this volume, echoes were received at the main site if the trail was tangent to a sphere centered at the main site.
This sphere had a radius equal to the minimum range of the meteor from the main site; i.e., the meteor was observed via back scattering from the clcctrons of its trail. An echo was received at any https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19740011327 2019-07-15T00:36:09+00:00Z
At the main site, a nominal 4-MW peak power VHF transmitter was operated; the transmitter rarely ran at over 2 MW. 12 km. Finally, the two remote sites, 7 and 8, are offset almost perpendicularly to the line 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 at a distance of about 35 km so that stations 7, 6, and 8 also lie nearly in a straight line.
Rectangular coordinates x, y, and z are given in table 1 on axes east, north, and vertical from the main site, respectively; i.e., the system is an nit-azimuth system referred to the horizon and true north of the main site.
Simplified
System Description of north, respectively. The transmitter at site 3 (the main site) had a nominal peak power of 4 MW, which was never attained (2 _[W being the usual power), and transmitted at 40.92 MHz (7.33 m). Both of the two troughs used for reception were also used for transmission.
The system at the main site produced the transmitted frequency, the mixer and reference frequencies for the receiver at the main site, and the 2.5-kHz reference frequency, sent by telephone line, for the outlying sites (1, 2, 4, 5, 6) and the remote sites (7, 8) . 
D_R-I-y-I-
The phase 4 is taken with respect to an element at the origin (which differs only by a constant from that of the transmitted wave) : 
Thc coordinate of any element of the ionized trail can then be found from its radial speed and the interval r since it was generated by the meteoroid:
The phase of the echo from an element at x is found by substitution of equation (5) into equation (2) :
We introduce a dimensionless parameter a for the wind shear:
V so that we rewrite equation (6) as (s) The second term on the right-hand side of equation (8) is independent of x and, therefore, applies to the phase of the integrated echo. We denote this term, the phase variation due to the EVOLUTIONARY AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF METEOROIDS wind, by the symbol _,
The first term on the right-hand side of equation (8) is best examined by comparison with the phase _b' at vanishing _ind shear:
x"
We see that 
The Fresnel patterns yield V' and t'o, which we now wish to employ, by means of equation (9), in interpreting the phase variation due to the wind. Accordingly, we solve equations (12) and (13) for V and to-t'o and substitute into equation (9) to find
where (I'0 is the phase variation due to the winds at epoch t'o, the apparent epoch of minimum range. Equation (14) is then the expression for the change in phase since that epoch due to the winds.
112. From equations (12) and (13) it is apparent that we have
From equation (12) or (15) The actual point of tangency between the radar wavefronts and the ionized column plainly lies at x'= I), so from equation (11) we have
where we have obtained yo by multiplying equation (9) by X/4r. Elimination of time yields the
which is concave toward the station. It is evident that o/must be quite small or our reflection would migrate to quite a different part of the trail from the minimum range point corresponding to the absence of wind.
Observations
of the wind phase yield the quantities G and H', defined as
There are two roots for o/, from equation (20) :
and two corresponding roots for x_, from equation (21):
We recall the definition (7) to find, for the _fnd shear,
The two expressions from equation (3) for the wind are 
and the corrected epoch of passing minimum range becomes given by
where F is defined as the length of the first Frcsnel zone:
S denotes the slope of the ionization curve in magnitudes pcr length F, and C is defined as
or in tcrms of the time to cross the first Fresnel zone TF, where Re3_ is the range of site n from site 3:
We commence by transforming our optical directions to hour angle and declination for the meridian of Havana as seen from Sidell:
The direction cosines on the local equatorial system are tE = -cos _ sin t roB= -cos 6 cos t (44)
Here the xE axis is directed to the east, the yE axis to the intersection of the meridian and the equator below the horizon, and the zE axis to the north celestial pole.
We next rotate to the alt-azimuth system of Havana: 
n_ sin cebe= lbm_--t, mb where ab, is the angular distance from the beginning to the end. Then we have, by application of the law of sines,
Here we ean use either solution of equation (48), i.e., 0<0b<90°or 90°<Oh <_180°, In either case,
sin O_be The beginning of the meteor then lies at
Thc radiant has the dircction cosines
--tb t,--tb
The loop range from sites 3 and n is given by
Finally, we wish to determine how close the meteor was to minimum loop range. This can be done by formation of the derivative dR3_ dR_ dR.
R.
The derivatives are
Then we have
At the epochs of specular reflection t,,, the meteor was at
1 R.Nn= 2R3R_ {Rn(x,_IR+y.,nmR_-Zm_nR)
Here R is a unit vector toward the radiant, N_ is the unit vector bisecting the directions to the meteor from sites 3 and n, and N3 is the unit vector toward the meteor from site 3.
The observation of phase gives us sin _A, where _bA is the phase angle from the trough at site 3. The direction cosines from station 3 are Finally, the computation is repeated at the adopted end range, and the height above mean sea level is found in the usual way from the deduced rectangular coordinates of the meteor. A linear fit through these two points (the second and third points coincide) yields 
Ma
Our two points from the groups of radar and television meteors are given in table 8. 
